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Multiple ECU Use in Automotive
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Automotive Electrification 

Drives the Use of ADAS

• ADAS design requires 

flexible, scalable, 

integrated development 

platforms

• A complete ecosystem 

of software, IP and 

design tools yields 

necessary design 

productivity
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e-health smart cities Manufacturing autonomous vehicles

Deep Intelligent Solutions
data collection, predictions, diagnosis, classification, anomaly

detection, correlations, pattern detection, decision making

sensors

monitors and 
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Edge and gateway 
components

Training/
Inference

• Very good scalability
• High number precision
• Global data sharing

HPC

• Huge memory capacity
• High maintenance and 

cooling cost
• High Communication latency
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HPC

• High Latency and questionnable 
Security related to the cloud computing
are intolerable
• On device intelligence
• Real-time operation
• Real-time autonomous learning

• Efficient deployment on HW 
constrained ressources

low power operation
low memory capacity

• Reduced number precision
• Some solutions need to change 

computing paradigm
non Von-Neuman computation



HW Solutions for Embedded Vision AI

Operations [G-Ops]

How to design « smart » imagers, mixing acquisition and processing in a single device ?

The Imager and Processing dies are
‘stacked’ to form a single device. The
computing resources are limited :
 1.5 MB to 12 MB memory
 Power << 100 mW

4.2 M parameters (32-bit)

569  MMAC/image

140M parameters (32-bit)

40 GOPS/image

CNNs requires huge computing power
and memory footprint (coefficients and
temporary data)
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HW Solutions for Embedded Vision AI 
How to design « smart » imagers, mixing acquisition and processing in a single device ?

Learned CNN

CNN optimized for inference

Floating point

Fixed point

X

Compressed CNN

X

X

Data and coefficients transforms

 Optimize for non-functional metrics : memory, 
computing power,  power consumption

 impact on CNN architecture and learning

 CNN compression/decompression

 Save computing power

 Save memory throughput and footprint

 Efficient hardware (specialized operators), and 
embedded software (customized processors) for 
CNN inference

 Exploit all levels of parallelism and reduce
overheads

 Dedicated internal hardware support 
(decompression)



Brain-Inspired HW Neuromorphic Solutions
Spiking Neural Networks 

• Mimik brain-like computation – use data encoded as spikes

• Bio-inspired learning rule – un-suppervised Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity

• Higher energy efficiency – event driven computation (20x less - fJ)

Applications

• Sparse data and multi modal information processing, belief, probabilistic and 
prediction engines, pattern recongnition

• IOT, mission critical systems, high security data, personalized medecine

Approaches

• Kernel Based computation – one kernel per NN layer

• Use hybrid CMOS-emerging devices (Magnetic/Resistive RAM) 

• getting closer to the stochastic neuron and inference and decision making
resembling bayesian inference

• Use Computing-in-Memory Paradigm
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FIG. 3. (a) A pre-neuron t ransmits signals to a post -neuron through a synapt ic junct ion. (b) Computat ion in a part icular layer

of a fully connected network can be mapped to a parallel dot -product operat ion between the inputs and the synapt ic weights
followed by neural processing for each neuron in the layer. (c) Such a comput ing kernel can be implemented in a crossbar array

st ructure where programmable resist ive devices encoding the synapt ic weight are present at each cross-point . Input voltages
applied along the rows get weighted by the synapt ic conductance and provide the resultant input current (dot -product of

applied voltages and synapt ic conductances) to the neuron for processing. (d) In cont rast , a CMOS architecture would consist
of an SRAM module for synapt ic weight storage. Memory access and memory leakage due to data t ransfer between the SRAM

module and the computat ion core (Neural Processing Unit ) const itute a significant port ion of the total energy consumpt ion.

t iming window is proport ional to the value of the input .
The most common “ spiking” neuron model is that of

the Leaky-Integrate-Fire (LIF) neuron70, whose tempo-
ral dynamics is given by,

Cm em

dVm em

dt
= −

Vm em

Rm em

+
X

i

wi .δ(t − t f ,i ) (8)

where Vm em is the membrane potent ial, Rm em is the
membrane resistance, Cm em is the membrane capac-
itance, wi is the synapt ic weight for the i -th input ,
and δ(t − t f ,i ) is the spiking event occurring at t ime-
instant t f ,i . When the neuron’s membrane potent ial
Vm em crosses the threshold Vt h , the membrane potent ial
gets reset to Vr eset and does not vary for a t ime dura-
t ion termed as the refractory period70. Note that more
bio-plausible neural models account for the modelling of
a post -synapt ic current that increases every t ime a spike
is received and then decays exponent ially70. This post -
synapt ic current is then integrated by the LIF neuron
instead of the spikes as ment ioned in Eq.8.

It is worth not ing here that “ spiking” neuron models
are not only limited to being more biologically plausi-
ble, but o↵ers a host of advantages from hardware imple-
mentat ion perspect ive. The foremost breakthrough has
been in the arena of unsupervised adapt ive local learning
enabled by Spike-T iming Dependent Plast icity (STDP)
which has made it possible for learning funct ionalit ies to
be enabled “ on-chip” . We will discuss synapt ic learn-
ing in details in the next sub-sect ion. Addit ionally, since
such networks are ‘spike’ or ‘event driven’ and can per-
form pat tern recognit ion by sparse dist ribut ion of spikes,
they can potent ially lead to sparse, event-driven hard-
ware that exploits power-gat ing funct ionalit ies66,67. For
instance, synapt ic weights can be now fetched from the
SRAM bank only upon the receipt of an input event
or ‘spike’ (unlike non-spiking nets where all the synap-

t ic weights are required to be fetched to the comput -
ing core for each input). Asynchronous event -driven
communicat ion techniques at the architecture level like
Address Event Representat ion (AER) are also under
explorat ion72,73. At the circuit level, an addit ional bene-
fit is achieved due to the replacement of a mult iplier by a
mult iplexer for each synapt ic scaling operat ion. Since
the inputs are binary, they do not need to be mult i-
plied by the synapt ic weights but can be transmit ted to
the neural comput ing core in case a ‘spike’ is received74.
Note that the loss of informat ion due to binary inputs is
compensated by temporal encoding over the t ime-steps
of the spike t rain. However, the advantages due to re-
duced power consumpt ion of spiking networks (event -
driven hardware) far outweigh the cost of increased delay
for inference (temporal encoding)74.

Due to such inherent advantages of Spiking Neural
Networks (SNNs) at the hardware level, there has been
significant interest in recent years to convert non-spiking
nets to SNNs by replacing the original neurons by “ spik-
ing” neurons after t raining75. The main mot ivat ion
behind the conversion stems from the fact that while
non-spiking nets can be trained with very high classi-
ficat ion accuracies at large-scale recognit ion tasks using
backpropagat ion, achieving similar accuracies in STDP
trained spiking networks is st ill an act ive research area.
The “ spiking” neuron model typically used for such con-
version schemes has been the Integrate-Fire (IF) model
which is equivalent to the LIF neuron without any leak
term in the membrane potent ial. Such an IF neuron
without any refractory period has been shown to be a
firing-rate approximat ion of the ReLU unit ment ioned
previously76. This is apparent from the fact that higher
the value of the input for the ReLU, higher is the value of
the neuron output . Similarly, for the IF neuron, higher
is the rate of input spikes, higher is the number of t rans-
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Dependable	Brain-Inspired	Architectures	for	Neuromorphic	Computing		

(Architectures	Bio-Inspirées	Fiables	pour	le	Calcul	Neuromorphique)	

I. Context	and	Scientific	Objectives	

The	continuous	technology	scaling,	as	well	as	the	emergence	of	new	technologies,	favor	increasing	system	
complexity	and	performance,	opening	the	scientific	community	to	exotic	applications	and	computation	

paradigms	which	had	been	unfeasible	a	few	years	back	due	to	technological	limitations.	Today	we	can	
envision	autonomous	computers	acting	like	biological	systems	which	are	robust,	autonomous	and	capable	of	
evolving	upon	feedback.	In	this	context,	brain-inspired	computing	has	emerged	as	a	major	paradigm.	It	is	
based	on	Neural	Networks	which	are	composed	of	a	large	number	of	interconnected	processing	elements	
(neurons)	working	together	to	solve	specific	problems.	They	are	configured	for	a	specific	application	through	

learning	which	is	performed	by	adjusting	the	strength	of	synaptic	connections	between	neurons.		
The	concept	of	Neural	Networks	is	not	new,	and,	in	the	last	decades,	it	has	been	proven	to	be	efficient	at	
algorithmic	and	software	level	for	specific	targeted	applications	such	as	pattern	recognition	or	image	

processing	due	to	their	outstanding	ability	to	derive	meaning	from	complicated	or	imprecise	data	[1,2].	Most	
of	existing	Neural	Networks	exploit	general	purpose	hardware	to	perform	computations.	Nevertheless	this	

solution	is	rapidly	coming	to	an	end	due	to	its	lack	of	flexibility	and	non-optimized	operation	[3].	To	mitigate	
these	issues,	new	solutions	based	on	dedicated	hardware	have	been	recently	proposed.	These	new	solutions	
can	speed	up	the	neural	iteration	time,	drastically	reduce	power	consumption,	offer	high	dynamical	
reconfiguration	capability.	In	order	to	get	the	maximum	efficiency	out	of	these	hardware	implementations,	
functional	modules	(neuron-synapse)	have	to	be	designed	in	such	a	way	that	their	 input/output	
characteristics	provide	the	learning	and	processing	capability	required	by	application.	Moreover,	the	network	
connectivity	has	to	allow	for	high	integration	with	strong	and	reliable	reconfiguration	and	adaptation	

characteristics	[4].	The	emergence	of	new	low	power,	highly	scalable,	CMOS	compatible	memory	devices	
(such	as	spintronic	devices	or	memristors)	is	opening	the	field	towards	the	implementation	of	more	flexible,	

easily	connectable,	adaptable,	reconfigurable,	power	efficient	neural	networks	[5,6].	
The	efficient	hardware	implementation	for	neuromorphic	computing	is	of	interest	to	major	international	

players,	such	as	IBM	(TrueNorth)	[7],	DARPA	(SyNAPSE)	[8]	and	European	Union	(The	Human	Brain	Project)	

[9].	Extensive	resources	are	directed	towards	achieving	the	amazing	computing	power	of	the	brain	with	
similar	energy	consumption	and	fault-tolerance.	At	national	level,	in	the	recent	years,	ANR	has	financed	
several	research	projects	on	similar	topics,	such	as:	MIRA	2015,	which	targets	neuromorphic	artificial	retina	

with	a	fast	and	energy	efficient	neural	network	design	based	on	memristors	[10];	CogniSpin	2013	and	
DINAMO	2012	proof-of-concept	projects,	where	memristive	and	spintronic	devices,	respectively,	are	used	

for	the	hardware	design	of	neuromorphic	functional	modules	and	validated	in	simple	neural	networks	[11,12].	
The	novelty	of	the	proposed	NeuroDep	project,	consists	in	building	a	dependable	multilayer	neuromorphic	
architecture	based	on	validated	functional	module	designs	and	efficient	neuromorphic	algorithms	(Fig.	1).	
The	scope	of	the	NeuroDep	project	is	twofold:	(i)	starting	from	existing	algorithms	(for	instance	the	one	in	

[13]),	design	a	fast,	energy	efficient,	reconfigurable	brain-inspired	hierarchical	computing	architecture,	and	
(ii)	investigate	meaningful	dependability	threats	through	all	layers	of	the	proposed	architecture	and	define	
adaptable	solutions	for	their	mitigation.	

	
Figure	1	–	Bottom-up	graphical	representation	of	the	dependable	multilayer	objectives	
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Interactions and Collaborations
• Applications

 Computer vision
 Speech and language/text recognition
 Information management from sensors (wireless sensing in e-health) - prediction
 Biomimetic methods and applications in medical imaging and computer aided

surgery
 Autonomous vehicles (cars, robotics, etc) 

• Technology and Architectures
 CMOS technology last generations
 Emerging technologies: magnetic, resistive, nanowire
 Non von-Neuman computing paradigms

• New Algoritmic Approaches
 Statistical Modelling and Big Data approaches for better energy efficiency
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